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Everyone's Pretty McClelland
& Stewart
Oh Pure and Radiant Heart
plucks the three scientists
who were key to the
invention of the atom
bomb—Oppenheimer, Leo
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Szilard and Enrico Fermi—as
they watch history's first
mushroom cloud rise over the
desert on July 16th,
1945...and places them down
in modern-day Santa Fe. One
by one, the scientists are
spotted by a shy librarian
who becomes convinced of
their authenticity. Entranced,
bewildered, overwhelmed by
their significance as
historical markers on the one
hand, and their peculiar
personalities on the other,
she, to the dismay of her
husband, devotes herself to
them. Soon the scientists

acquire a sugar daddy—a
young pothead millionaire
from Tokyo who bankrolls
them. Heroes to some,
lunatics or con artists to
others, the scientists finally
become messianic religious
figureheads to fanatics, who
believe Oppenheimer to be
the Second Coming. As the
ever-growing convoy
traverses the country in a
fleet of RV's on a pilgrimage
to the UN, the scientists
wrestle with the legacy of
their invention and their
growing celebrity, while Ann
and her husband struggle

with the strain on their
marriage, a personal journey
married to a history of
thermonuclear weapons.
Ghost Lights: A Novel W.
W. Norton & Company
This book is unique in
bringing together cutting-
edge research on
adolescent development
with a focus on policies and
interventions directed
toward adolescents. The
book is also distinctive in
its focus on issues that
uniquely affect adolescents
in low- and middle-income
countries.

Bananas! Oxford University
Press
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Why Love Matters explains
why loving relationships are
essential to brain
development in the early
years, and how these early
interactions can have lasting
consequences for future
emotional and physical
health. This second edition
follows on from the success
of the first, updating the
scientific research, covering
recent findings in genetics
and the mind/body
connection, and including a
new chapter highlighting our
growing understanding of
the part also played by
pregnancy in shaping a

baby’s future emotional and
physical well-being. The
author focuses in particular
on the wide-ranging effects
of early stress on a baby or
toddler’s developing
nervous system. When
things go wrong with
relationships in early life, the
dependent child has to
adapt; what we now know is
that his or her brain adapts
too. The brain’s emotion
and immune systems are
particularly affected by early
stress and can become less
effective. This makes the
child more vulnerable to a
range of later difficulties

such as depression, anti-
social behaviour, addictions
or anorexia, as well as
physical illness.
The Broadview Introduction
to Literature: Short Fiction
National Geographic Books
Moving from the elegant
drawing rooms of Lahore to
the mud villages of rural
Multan, a powerful
collection of short stories
about feudal Pakistan. An
impoverished young woman
becomes a wealthy
relative’s mistress; an
electrician on the make
confronts his desperate
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assailant to protect his most
prized possession; a farm
manager rises far in the
world—but his family
discovers after his death the
transience of power; a maid,
who advances herself through
sexual favours, unexpectedly
falls in love. In these linked
stories about the family and
household staff of the ageing
KK Harouni, we meet
masters and servants,
landlords and supplicants,
politicians and electricians,
village women, and Karachi
housewives. Part Chekhov,
part RK Narayan, these

stories are dark and light,
complex and humane; at
heart about the relationship
between the powerful and
powerless, bound together in
life—and in death. Together
they make up a vivid portrait
of a feudal world rarely
brought alive in the English
language. Sensuous, graceful,
melancholy, In Other
Rooms, Other Wonders gives
you Pakistan as you have
never seen it. It marks the
debut of an amazing new
talent.
Fight No More:
Stories W. W.

Norton & Company
New York Times Book
Review Editors’
Pick A Library
Journal Best Book
of 2018 “Full of
joys on every
scale.” —NPR This
wonderfully
original collection
proves once again
that Pulitzer Prize
finalist Lydia
Millet is “the
American writer
with the funniest,
wisest grasp on how
we fool ourselves”
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(Chicago Tribune).
In Fight No More,
Nina, a lonely real-
estate broker
estranged from her
only relative, is
at the center of a
web of stories
connecting a
community through
the houses they
inhabit. With
crackling satire
and surprising
tenderness, Millet
introduces an
indelible cast of
untidy teens,

beastly men, and
strong-minded women
whose stories begin
to outline the fate
of one particular
family being torn
apart by forces
they recognize but
cannot control.
Millet’s intellect
and beautiful prose
deliver profound
insight into human
behavior, from the
ordinary to the
bizarre, and draws
startling contrasts
between house and

home.
The Job of the Wasp
Catapult
Perhaps only the
animals can tell us
what it is to be
human The souls of
ten animals caught up
in human conflicts
over the last century
and connected to both
famous and little-
known writers in
surprising ways tell
their astonishing
stories of life and
death. In a trench on
the Western Front, a
cat recalls her owner
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Colette's theatrical
antics in Paris. In
Nazi Germany, a dog
seeks enlightenment.
A Russian tortoise
once owned by the
Tolstoys drifts in
space during the Cold
War. During the Siege
of Sarajevo, a
starving bear tells a
fairy tale. And a
dolphin sent to Iraq
by the U.S. Navy
writes a letter to
Sylvia Plath.
Exquisitely written,
playful, and
poignant, Ceridwen

Dovey's Only the
Animals is a
remarkable literary
achievement by one of
our brightest young
writers. An animal's-
eye-view of humans at
our brutal, violent
worst and our
creative, imaginative
best, it asks us to
find our way back to
empathy not only for
animals but for other
people, and to
believe again in the
redemptive power of
reading and writing
fiction.

People from My
Neighborhood W. W.
Norton & Company
Love in Infant
MonkeysCatapult
The Broadview
Introduction to
Literature
Counterpoint Press
It’s time to go
bananas! A determined
monkey spies a banana
tree across the
water. What happens
next is an inventive
romp, as the
resourceful monkey
attempts to grab a
snack, with some
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hilarious
consequences. Full of
energy, surprise, and
strong visual
storytelling, this
practically wordless
picture book will
entice even the most
reluctant reader. The
Monkey Goes Bananas
is fast-paced,
delicious fun that’s
sure to leave young
readers hungry for
another read. Praise
for The Monkey Goes
Bananas "This
predominantly
wordless picture book

delivers a
substantial helping
of slapstick."
--Kirkus Reviews
"There is a slapstick
element to the humor
(the monkey is flung
around with some
regularity), which
will resonate with
readers as they turn
each page to see what
the monkey will try
next. Throw in an
opportunistic shark
with an empty belly,
and the pieces are in
place for a laugh-out-
loud story that

should earn plenty of
repeat readings."
--Booklist "Kids will
jump right into this
rip-roaring flip
book–paced tale."
--School Library
Journal
Handbook of Adolescent
Development Research
and Its Impact on
Global Policy Small
Beer Press
A funny novel about a
sex-obsessed
pornographer, a
hygienic Christian
Scientist, a
melancholic blond
beauty, and a teenage
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math wiz wends its way
through the streets of
modern L.A. in search
of answers to the big
questions. Original.

Love in Infant
Monkeys Love in
Infant Monkeys
The world is
becoming very
strange for
thirteen-year-old
Cara who discovers
that some wonderful
creatures don't
only exist in
dreams.
Amos Fortune, Free
Man Touchstone

The Sykes family is
faced with
revelations from
without and within.
Whatever happens:
nothing will ever be
the same again.
The Fires Beneath
the Sea W. W.
Norton & Company
At the opening of
My Happy Life, the
unnamed narrator
has been abandoned
in a locked room of
a deserted mental
hospital. She
hasn't seen the

nice man who brings
her food in days;
so she's eaten the
soap, the
toothpaste, and
even tried to eat
the plaster on her
walls — a dietary
adventure that
ended none too
well. This woman's
story, covering
decades and
spanning
continents, is
tragic, yet she is
curiously at peace,
even happy. Despite
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a lifetime of
neglect, physical
abuse, and loss,
she's incapable of
perceiving slight
or injury. She has
infinite faith in
the goodwill of
others, loves even
her enemies, and
finds grace and
communion in places
most people
wouldn't dare to
brave. Lauded by
both critics and
readers, My Happy
Life consistently

surprises and
excites with its
original vision of
a unique woman
whose rich interior
life protects her
from the horrors of
external reality.
The Monkey Goes
Bananas Laurel Leaf
The author offers a
pandora's box of
astringent and
sentimental
confections through a
collection of stories,
each featuring that
pairing that society
seems to both love and
loathe: celebrities

and animals. By a PEN-
USA award winner and an
Arthur C. Clarke Prize
finalist. Original.
How the Dead Dream
Random House India
A Newbery Medal Winner
When Amos Fortune was
only fifteen years
old, he was captured
by slave traders and
brought to
Massachusetts, where
he was sold at
auction. Although his
freedom had been
taken, Amos never lost
his dinity and
courage. For 45 years,
Amos worked as a slave
and dreamed of
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freedom. And, at age
60, he finally began to
see those dreams come
true. "The moving story
of a life dedicated to
the fight for
freedom."—Booklist

Everything I Never
Told You Small Beer
Press
Television and
candy bar addict
Jonah, arriving at
Fairlee School,
thinks his problems
will be over if he
can just win the
prize offered by
the American Banana

Institute for
watching its
commercials.
In Other Rooms, Other
Wonders Penguin
"A witty and grisly
gothic unlike anything
I’ve ever read. You
should absolutely read
this." --Kelly Link,
author of Get in
Trouble A new arrival
at an isolated school
for orphaned boys
quickly comes to
realize there is
something wrong with
his new home. He hears
chilling whispers in
the night, his

troubled classmates are
violent and hostile,
and the Headmaster
sends cryptic messages,
begging his new charge
to confess. As the new
boy learns to survive
on the edges of this
impolite society, he
starts to unravel a
mystery at the school's
dark heart. And that's
when the corpses start
turning up. A coming-of-
age tale, a Gothic
ghost story, and a
murder mystery all in
one, The Job of the
Wasp is a bloodcurdling
and brilliantly
subversive novel about
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paranoia, love, and the
nightmare of
adolescence.

Oh Pure and Radiant
Heart Big Mouth House
A National Bestseller
and a Globe and Mail
Best Book of the Year
One of the most
powerful, gripping
works of fiction to
come out of Canada,
Red Dog, Red Dog is
Patrick Lane’s
virtuoso debut novel.
An epic novel of
unrequited dreams and
forestalled lives,
Red Dog, Red Dog is

set in the mid-1950s,
in a small town in
the interior of B.C.
in the unnamed
Okanagan Valley. The
novel focuses on the
Stark family,
centring on brothers
Eddy and Tom, who are
bound together by
family loyalty and
inarticulate love.
There is Tom and
Eddy’s father, Elmer
Stark, a violent man
with a troubled past,
and Lillian, who
married as a girl to
escape life on the

farm with her widowed
mother, and now
retreats into her own
isolation.
Unrepentant, bitter,
older brother Eddy
speeds freely along,
his desperate path
fuelled by drugs and
weapons, while Tom, a
loner, attempts to
conceal their secrets
and protect what
remains of the
family. Eventually,
an unspeakable crime
causes him to come
face to face with
something traumatic
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that has lain hidden
in him since he was a
boy. Narrated in part
by one of the dead
infant daughters
Elmer has buried, the
story unfolds
gradually, as it
weaves in family
stories that reach
back to the
depression days and
the harsh life of
settlers in the 1880s
West. This is also a
novel about a small
community of people,
about complicated
loyalties, about

betrayals and shifts
of power. Filled with
moments of harrowing
violence and
breathtaking
description, of
shattering truths and
deep humanity, Red
Dog, Red Dog is about
the legacies of the
past and the
possibilities of
forgiveness and
redemption. With this
astonishing novel,
one of Canada’s best
poets propels himself
into the forefront of
our finest novelists.

Migrations Yearling
Designed for courses
taught at the
introductory level in
Canadian universities
and colleges, this new
anthology provides a
rich selection of
literary texts. In
each genre the
anthology includes a
vibrant mix of classic
and contemporary
works. Each work is
accompanied by an
author biography and
by explanatory notes,
and each genre is
prefaced by a
substantial
introduction.
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Pedagogically current
and uncommon in its
breadth of
representation, The
Broadview Introduction
to Literature invites
students into the world
of literary study in a
truly distinctive way.
The short fiction
volume of The Broadview
Introduction to
Literature gathers 39
important short stories
from Edgar Allan Poe to
Sherman Alexie.
Examples of
microfiction,
illustrated fiction,
and formally innovative
stories are included

along with classics of
the genre.
Tinkers Random House
Studio
Lydia Millet’s debut
novel, first published
in 1996, is an
explosive satire that
scorches our culture’s
monstrous men and
institutions. In a
claustrophobic,
surreal California
house, teenager Estée
Kraft lives with her
domineering father,
whose obsession with
insect taxonomy bleeds
into sadism. As his
schemes multiply,
Estée’s bedridden

mother, entranced by
the glow of the
shopping channel,
remains oblivious to
the escalating chaos.
Estée manages to escape
her childhood home only
to find new horrors
awaiting her in
marriage and
motherhood. In a
climactic twist, her
traumas take form in
flesh and blood—a
legacy of the voracious
male appetites that
have haunted her life.
With acerbic wit,
philosophical depth,
and enthralling
lyricism, Omnivores
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cuts to the core of
America’s hypocrisies
and anxieties, and
introduced Lydia Millet
as one of the wildest
satirists of our time.

Red Dog, Red Dog
Catapult
“Pink is a keen
observer of the
culture of minimum-
wage jobs and low-
rent studio
apartments that is
the reality of life
for all those who
don't find a cog
space in today’s
hyper-capitalist
economy.” —The

Guardian Cone dealer,
sunshine stealer,
alleyway counselor,
lunch lady to the
homeless, friend to
the dead, maker of
sandwiches. Metal
wrangler. Stag among
stags. And so it
goes—another journey
through time spent
punched in. A life's
work of working for a
living. Blood, death,
and violence. Dirty
dishes, dead roaches,
and sparkler-lit
nights. Nights ahead
and no real fate. So

open your mouths
because the forecast
calls for sprinkles.
Thirteen delights,
scooped and served.
Let it melt down your
hand. Let the sun
burn your face. It's
the ice cream man,
and other stories.
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